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Abstract— Hydraulics plays a very important role in almost all sections of Industry whether it’s related to manufacturing, 

travel, hospitality or any other various sectors. The hydraulic machine is used to convert the shape of any material into any 

form by pressing operation. In hydraulic pressing machine, cylinder is the major operating component .Most variable 

hydraulic loading machines uses traditional counter balance valve to create to hydraulic opposing force. The counter balance 

valve is used to control the sudden fall of the vertical actuators due to the force which is created from the weight of the ram 

and various components fixed with the ram like movable portion, bed, die and the gravitational force. The counter balance 

valve could be either fixed or manually operated. But the counter balance valve is not possible in the hydraulic system with 

pre-filling. In order to overcome that, a smart system has been proposed that works with proportional directional control 

valve, limit switch or other position sensors (LVDT) fixed with the movable bed of the hydraulic pressing machine and also 

with the electronic control unit. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Hydraulic press is one of the oldest basic machine tool. In its modern form, well adapted press work ranging from coining 

jewelry to forging aerospace craft path is present. As modern hydraulic press offers good performance and it is   free from 

damage due to the sudden fall of ram of the vertical actuator due to the force formed by the weight of ram and additional parts 

fixed with the ram likely movable segment, bed, die and gravitational force. 

The requirement to reduce machine maintenance cost, to increase reliability and safety makes electro hydraulic 

solution for variable load hydraulic machine control attractive and cost effective. 

Hydraulic valve is a device that regulates, directs or controls the flow of a fluid by opening, closing, or partially 

obstructing various passageways. Valves are technically fittings, but are usually discussed as a separate category. In an open 

valve fluid flows in a direction from higher pressure to lower pressure. Modern control valves may regulate pressure or    

downstream flow and operate on automation system. 

Most of the hydraulic pressing machines uses traditional counter balance valve to create the opposing hydraulic force. 

The valve would be either fixed  or  manually  operated  that  requires  skilled person and continues monitoring   which may be 

located far away from the control system area. 

Hydraulic valve is a device that regulates, directs or controls the flow of a fluid by opening, closing, or partially 

obstructing various passageways. Valves are technically fittings, but are usually discussed as a separate category. In an open 

valve fluid flows in a direction from higher pressure to lower pressure. Modern control valves may regulate pressure or 

downstream flow and operate on automation system. 

II. COUNTER BALANCE VALVE WITHOUT PREFILLING 

 
Fig. 1: Counterbalance Valve 

Normally in all hydraulic pressing machine the vertically fixed cylinder (hydraulic linear actuator) is mount with the movable 

segment, tool bed and the die. Due to this the vertically fixed linear actuators with over running load will let load free fall of 

the ram, when the direction valve that controls the actuator shifts to the downward direction. When the direction valve shifts, 
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an over running load pushes the actuator to move faster than pump flow can fill it.  Oil at high velocity left at one end while the 

other end at the opposite side starves for fluid. A vacuum void formed in the inlet of the actuator should be filled before applying 

force. So the over running load needs some solutions to resist its movement. 

A meter of flow control is the one way to control the over running load at the constant speed otherwise the pump flow 

never changes. Flow control settings for minimum flow will waste energy when pump flow is high and the flow control for 

maximum flow will start the cylinder run ahead when pump flow is low. When the pressure control value collaborate is called 

as the counter balance. In a counter balance valve possess an actuator in overloaded to the hydraulic line from over running 

with variable flow rates. 

III. INTERNALLY PILOT COUNTERBALANCE VALVE 

At a constant speed a control of speed of the load is controlled by meter out flow control. And the flow of the pump is not 

changed as the flow control is very critical in this method. When the flow is control the  minimum pump flow will waste the 

energy and when  the  flow  is  high    the  maximum  pump  flow cylinder will run when the flow is low. 

Internally piloted counterbalance valves are used to hold the load back at the time of an actuator does need a more 

power at the end of the stroke. And this counterbalance valve flow continuously, so it can stop the flow even after the actuator 

stop its working. It is necessary to change the value of   internally piloted counterbalance valve at every time the load changes. 

IV. EXTERNALLY PILOT OPERATED COUNTERBALANCE VALVE 

The valve supply the fluid from a source to the controlled valve. This valve does not loss its energy at the end of the stroke and 

it does not wants to change its load. There is no energy when the work is done. 

V. INTERNALLY OR EXTERNALLY PILOTED COUNTERBALANCE VALVE 

This type valve is the combination of both the internally and externally piloted counterbalance valve. When the load extends, 

internal valve supply the fluid that controls it with little energy loss. When the work is done, the system pressure building and 

the external piloted counterbalance returns the cylinder to the initial position by back pressure. 

VI. INTERNALLY PILOTED COUNTERBALANCE VALVE AT REST WITH PUMP RUNNING 

By the both spool and poppet the counterbalance valves are made. In the spool exit port it can flow at the rate of 3 to 3.5liters 

in 3 minutes and the actuator creep and the poppet port valve flow at the rate of 3 to 5 drops per minute by reducing the cylinder 

creep. 

For example it has a constant pressure of about 566 psi in the rod due to the 15,000 load on the 26.51 in the 2 area. 

The back pressure is to stop the counterbalance valve inlet and outlet port by unloading the directional valve pump. The 

counterbalance valve is set to correct the position and it does not get any leak in the cylinder that will be held at any position. 

Set the approximate value of about 100 to 150 psi higher than the load induced. 

VII. INTERNALLY PILOTED COUNTERBALANCE VALVE WITH CYLINDER EXTENDING 

Before raising the cylinder, the counterbalance valve is adjusted to the high pressure. Operate the directional valve and increase 

the load in particular time, after the pump starts working. When the load is acting it will reduce working by the directional 

valve. Working counterbalance will hold the load suspended and the gauge shows pressure induced in it. When the cylinder 

starts to move downward, it in create the pressure until it stops working. By turning it continuously it is rotated in another 

direction. By setting the counterbalance value move the cylinder to the downward direction and notify the pressure obtained in 

it. 

VIII. INTERNALLY PILOTED COUNTERBALANCE VALVE WITH CYLINDER RETRACTING 

When the directional valve shifts to extend the cylinder, oil from the pump flows into the cap end of the cylinder and pressure 

starts to build. When pressure in the cap end of the cylinder reaches about 75 psi, the cylinder should start to stroke.   At this 

point the cylinder starts to extend and continues to move as long as the pump supplies oil at 75 psi or higher to the cylinder cap 

end. If pump flow changes, cylinder speed is also changed. 

While the cylinder is retracting, pump flow bypasses the counterbalance valve through the integral bypass check. The 

counterbalance valve offsets the potential energy of the weight on the rod end of a cylinder. 

IX. PROPORTIONAL VALVE 

Proportional valves are widely used in many industrial and manufacturing applications where hydraulics is used. Valves are 

also used in simulators, marine steering, autopilots, propeller pitch control, wood processing, and wind turbines.  There are also 

aviation and military applications for servo and proportional valves. 

Conventional solenoid operated direction control value has digital control switch which is either fully open or fully 

closed (when the solenoid is energised). This bang- bang operation gives rise to flow and pressure surge in the hydraulic circuit 

with all the resultant problems. The proportional valve has a DC solenoid. 
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X. PROPORTIONAL DIRECTION CONTROL VALVE WITHOUT PREFILLING 

The pressure outputs from proportional pressure reducing valves are directed to move the spool of the main valve against the 

control spring. 

 

Fig. 2: Proportional direction control valve without prefilling tank 

Proportional valves are well suited for circuits that need to vary either flow or pressure to reduce lunge and shock. The 

solenoids on these valves shift the spool more or less, According to the voltage applied to proportional solenoids, they can 

change the speed at which the spool shifts or the distance that it travels. Because, the spool in a proportional valve does not 

shift all the way, all at once, the valves can control the acceleration and deceleration of an actuator. Usually, varying shifting 

time of the spool controls acceleration and deceleration. Varying voltage to the coil limits spool travel to control the maximum 

speed of an actuator. A computer, a PC, a programmable logic controller, or even a simple rheostat can produce the variable 

electrical signal. 

These valves accommodate flow and direction control functions for an actuator. The flow rate can be controlled by 

changing an input current to the solenoids and the direction of the flow can be controlled by providing the current to either of 

the two solenoids. These valves have linear variable differential transformers for detection of the spool position so that they can 

provide quick-response and high-accuracy control. Some of the valves can adjust the spool shift timing for operation without 

shock. The pressure outputs from proportional pressure reducing valves are directed to move the spool of the main valve against 

the control spring. 
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XI. PROPORTIONAL VALVE WITH PREFILLING 

 
Fig. 3: Proportional direction control valve with prefilling tank 

In this method the prefilling tank with pre calculated amount of hydraulic oil is connected at the top of the cylinder through the 

pilot operated check valve. The prefilling tank should place above the cylinder. 

Now the prefilling oil is used to reduce the time commutation for filling the cylinder during the downward movement. 

At the same time the proportional valve works normally like explained previously to prevent the sudden fall of the ram. 

During the ram decompression again the prefilling tank by the oil return back to the prefilling tank. The remaining oil 

in the upper side of the piston is filled by the pump is returned to the reservoir through the pilot operated check valve. 

But in prefilling method we can’t able to use the counter balance valve because the prefilling pressure is lower than 

the set pressure in the counter balance valve. Due to that the counter balance valve will not allow the hydraulic oil below the 

piston during the prefilling operation. Set pressure means the pre-calculated pressure is fixed in the counter balance valve. 

XII. WORKING 

The proportional directional control valve is used to control the direction of the flow rate and to reduce the speed of piston 

movement in the machine. When proportional valve connected in the actuator such as double acting cylinder, we arranged 

pump unit and valve position in a hydraulic circuit line. 

In  a  valve,  the  spool  arrangement is to reduce  the  sudden  discharge  in  the  flow  rate,  to control the slow 

movement of piston rod in the vertical  cylinder  in  which  a  limit  switch  sets  the limits in control and to detect piston position 

in moving in the line. The limits set in used by ladder diagram. The solenoid operated proportional directional control valve in 

supply from electrical to the spool arranged in the set at the speed in required distance in the stroke length in a piston of the 

vertical cylinder in the machine. 

XIII. ELECTRICAL CONTROL 

Most of the modern hydraulics presses are equipped with either a programmable logic controller or a dedicated microprocessor 

to control the press functions and allow the operator to enter parameters for the operation of the press. Most controls of this 

type also have the capacity to store several press setups in memory for future recall. This minimizes press setup time and makes   

the press more productive. 
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XIV. CONCLUSION 

In the existing machine there is a chance to break in the components due to the heavy load acts in the bottom of the piston by 

acting gravitational force in it. By using the proportional we can control the moving speed of the piston by using limit switch 

to stop it in particular position. 
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